At BLEHM Tool Co. we are committed to building the finest PDR tools possible.

We never settle for anything but the best when it comes to the materials used in the manufacturing of our tools. We are constantly working to develop new products that will help our customers in the PDR industry.

Our tools have never been designed for the mass market. We manufacture products for professionals who earn a living using tools they know they can depend on.

BLEHM Tool has been at the forefront of the PDR tool industry when it comes to innovation. We have set standards that others try to meet. Our innovations are not just in the design and engineering of our tools, but in the fabrication, the forging, the finishing, the service, and the delivery.

Our philosophy is simple- Be easy to do business with, and whether the customer is buying one item or thousands, keep every sale on a personal and friendly basis.

TO ORDER:
Visit our website at www.pdrtoolstore.com
or call us at 417-376-2777

We accept all major credit cards.

Our tools are made from alloy tool steel. Different grades of alloy are used for specific tool types, based on the design and expected strength of the tool.

All of our tools are heat-treated to various degrees of hardness as required to meet the rigorous demands of PDR tools.

Our patented hand tool handles are designed specifically for PDR tools. Patent # D544331.

WARRANTY

BLEHM Tool Co. LLC guarantees our tools against breakage for a period of ONE YEAR.

Any tools returned for any other reason must be returned within 30 days of purchase to receive a full refund.
Understanding Tool Part Numbers

C10AL B16AR 38DBK34 14H18

* The first characters in the part number indicate the tool diameter. Pistol grip hand tool handles use a letter to indicate diameter. For example, A=1/8” B=3/16” C=1/4” D=5/16”. All T-handle type tools start with numbers of the actual diameter. For example 38 =3/8” 14 =1/4”

* The second set of numbers or number in the part number indicates tool length. For example, 10 =10” 16 =16”

* The Letters at the end or middle of the part number indicate the tip style, shape of the bend, and the direction the tip points. For example, AL= Standard A tip, points to the left. AR= Standard A tip, points to the right. DBK = double bend, knife tip.

Whale Tails

WT116R

* The first number or numbers indicates the width of the tip. For example 916= 9/16” wide tip, 1= 1” wide tip, 516= 1 5/16” wide tip.

* The second set of numbers indicates tool length, for example 16=16” length.

Tip Styles

“A” Tip

“B” Tip

“K” Tip

1 5/16” Whale Tip

1” Whale Tip

9/16” Whale Tip
Hand Tools

6-HT
6 of our most popular 3/16” diameter brace tools. Made of high carbon spring steel.

12-HT
Our 12 piece hand tool set is a great set for hard to reach dents around bracing on hoods, deck lids, and roof rails. Made of high carbon spring steel.

AS-8
Angled shaft tools work well around braces, under hoods, deck lids, and roofs. Made of high carbon spring steel.
Hand Tool Sets

21-HT
Our 21 piece PDR hand tool set is a great set, with a good balance of shaft diameters and lengths to reach most dents around bracing on hoods, deck lids, and roof rails.

HT-8
Our 8 piece “T” handle set comes with a good variety of tool styles in 3/16” and 1/4” diameters.
Hand Tool Sets/ Door Hook Sets

1/8" Wire Set
Great for tight areas in braces. Carbon Steel. Made in USA.

UDBS-EURO
This set works well in upper and middle door braces when the brace is close to the window. Made of high carbon spring steel. Made in USA.

UDBS-18
These hooks have a unique offset tip that allows better access to dents on doors around the upper and middle braces. Made of high carbon spring steel. Made in USA.

SP3
Great general access and door hook set. Made of high carbon spring steel. Made in USA.
**Hooks**

**D22HL**
- 5/16” diameter, 22” long, tip points to left.
- Carbon Steel.

**D22HR**
- 5/16” diameter, 22” long, tip points to left.
- Carbon Steel.

**516 DOOR HOOK SET**
Great general access and door hook set. Made of high carbon spring steel. Made in USA.

**Whale Tails**

Our whale tails are forged, not welded, from medium carbon spring steel, designed for gaining access in tight brace areas. Made in USA.

**9/16” Whale Tail Set**

**1” Whale Tail Set**
**Whale Tails**

1 5/16” Whale Tail Set

WT1-9S

WT4

Our bendable whale tails are heat treated at the tip for strength, and softer steel on the shaft to hold the shape you want them to be. Made in USA.

14BWT26
1/4” diameter shaft, 26” long
1” wide whale tip.

516BWT26
5/16” diameter shaft, 26” long,
1 5/16” wide whale tip.
12-R Set
Our rods feature a comfortable mold injected handle, and are made from high carbon spring steel. The 12-R set is the combination of the R7 and R5 sets seen below. Made in USA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38DBK24</td>
<td>3/8” diameter, 24” long, double bend, knife tip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716T36K</td>
<td>7/16” diameter, 36” long, double bend knife tip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716DB28D</td>
<td>7/16” diameter, 28” long, double bend, blunt tip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12DB38D</td>
<td>1/2” diameter, 38” long, double bend, blunt tip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716P28D</td>
<td>7/16” diameter, 28” long, 45 degree bend, blunt tip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12P38D</td>
<td>1/2” diameter, 38” long, 45 degree bend, blunt tip.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stainless Steel Rods

**R10**

Our 10 piece stainless rod set comes with most of the same great rods as the carbon steel version, but in easy to maintain stainless steel. Made in USA.

**12I9030-S & 12I9040-S**

Interchangeable tip rods accept industry standard tips. 1/2” diameter, available in 30” and 40” lengths. Made in USA.

**12IDB30-S & 12IDB40-S**

Interchangeable tip rods accept industry standard tips. 1/2” diameter, available in 30” and 40” lengths. Made in USA.

**IC-5**

5 piece interchangeable tip set with industry standard 5/16 x 18 male threads. Large blunt, small blunt, soft tip, bullet tip, and sharp tip. Also available individually. Stainless Steel.
Soft Tip Stainless Steel Rods

38DBST24-S
3/8” diameter, 24” long, double bend, soft tip. Stainless Steel.

38ST24-S
3/8” diameter, 24” long, 90 degree bend, soft tip. Stainless Steel.

12DBST32-S & 12DBST42-S
1/2” diameter, available in 32” and 42” lengths, double bend, soft tip. Stainless Steel.

12ST32-S
1/2” diameter, 32” long, 90 degree bend, soft tip. Stainless Steel.

ST-4
Pack of 4 soft tips.
**Starter Sets**

**S10**
Put together with the beginner in mind, this set has a good mix of rods and brace tools to get started.

**S15**
Comes with the same tools as the S10, but with added accessories.
47 Piece Set

Our most complete tool package made up of the 21-HT, the 12-R, the HT8, the UDBS 18, D22HL, D22HR, and the 14BWT26. Carbon Steel. Made in USA.

47P Set

Our most complete tool package made up of the 21-HT, the 12-R, the HT8, the UDBS 18, D22HL, D22HR, and the 14BWT26. Carbon Steel. Made in USA.

Shaved Tools

SH5

Our Shaved tools are machined thin to gain access to hard to reach areas. Made from heat treated carbon steel, tempered to 55RC.
Shaved Tools

14S19
Machined flat sides for gaining access, 1/4” diameter, 19” long. Carbon Steel. Made in USA.

14S19T
ULTRA THIN machined flat sides for gaining access, 1/4” diameter, 19” long.
NO WARRANTY.
Carbon Steel.
Made in USA.

14S34
Machined flat sides for gaining access, 1/4” diameter, 34” long.
Carbon Steel.
Made in USA.

316S22
Machined flat sides for gaining access, 3/16” diameter, 22” long.
Carbon Steel. Made in USA.
Stainless Steel Adjustable Handle Tools

**ADJ-7**
Our complete adjustable handle set.
Handles rotate to adjust tip position.
Stainless Steel. Made in USA.

**ADJ-5**
5 piece adjustable handle set.
Handles rotate to adjust tip position.
Stainless Steel. Made in USA.

**ADJ-3**
3 piece adjustable hook set.
Handles rotate to adjust tip position.
Stainless Steel. Made in USA.

**38ADJ23-S**
3/8” diameter, 23” length.
Double bend, sharp tip.
“T” style handle.
Handle rotates to adjust tip position. Stainless Steel. Made in USA.
Our 12v LED light features a 36” long fixture with 3 LED strips of your color choice. Each strip has its own on/off switch, as well as a dimmer switch that controls all three. The double knuckle joint behind the fixture allows for full range of movement of the fixture. The light stand itself is made entirely of aluminum making the complete light weigh in at only 17lbs. Fully extended height is 9 feet. Comes with heavy duty power cord and battery tray. Made in USA.
**Glue Pulling & Accessories**

**GPKSL**
Glue pulling kit w/slide hammer

**GPKML**
Glue pulling kit w/mini lifter

**12V-GG**
12 volt glue gun

**GG1**
110v glue gun

**RT-SQC**
Square shouldered crease tab designed to be used end-to-end for longer creases. Smooth face. Made in house, in USA.

**SMOOTH BLUE TABS**
Our smooth face round glue tabs are manufactured in house, in the USA. The smooth face tabs offer superior glue adhesion.

**RT-C**
Our original crease tab, smooth convex face for superior glue adhesion. Made in house, in USA.

**SH1-M**
Mini slide hammer

**SH1**
Slide Hammer

**ML**
Mini Lifter

**YB-L**

**YB-F**

**YG**
10pk.

**BG**
10pk.
Flush Hole Plugs
3/16, 1/4, 3/8, 7/16, 5/8, 9/16, 3/4

PK-800
100-3/16, 100-1/4, 100-3/8, 100-7/16, 100-1/2, 100-9/16, 100-5/8, 50-3/4, 50-HC

HP-25
HP23A

GC
DJ-DH10

BCK
LS-14

12VI
RP-14

RL-DLS
We at BLEHM Tool Co. are very grateful to the many people who have helped us to continue in this business. We hold our customers in high regard, and will deal with honesty and integrity, showing that people are important to us and our ultimate purpose is to bring honor and glory to our lord and savior Jesus Christ.

1115 E. 508 Rd.
Morrisville, MO 65710
417-376-2777

www.pdrtoolstore.com